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To write Greek iambics, you need to know how to:

• turn your ideas into simple Greek words;

• read the rhythm, or natural metre, of Greek words; and

• arrange the words into iambic lines.

This document will get you started learning these three skills.

1. How to turn your ideas into simple Greek words

You first have to break out of the abstract “English” way of writing and thinking.
At page 2 of hisDemonstrations in Greek Iambic Verse, Rouse says that:

it cannot be too often said that a good copy of Greek verses may be
made with the simplest possible words. The student will acquire his
vocabulary in time; at first all he need do, is to reduce the English to
its simplest terms, and so translate it.

Sidgwick confirms this. In section 97 of hisIntroduction to Greek Prose Compo-
sition, he says that the

first point that it is necessary to impress on those who are to translate
English into Greek is the great simplicity and directness of Greek as
compared with English. Constantly we come to a sentence in English
expressed with abstract words to describe a concrete fact. This is
so natural to us, that even in the simplest narratives abstract words
and forms of expression are of frequent occurrence. Thus we say, to
quote the instance just given, ‘I took pleasure in her society,’ where
the Greeks said, ‘I was pleased being with her.’ Here in the English
there are two abstract words ‘pleasure,’ and ‘society,’ both of which

1This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License. To view
a copy of this license, visithttp://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/ .
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the Greek avoids. In translating this into Greek the thing to do is
to neglect entirely the formin which the English sentence appears,
andthink only of the factwhich is being related: when that is clearly
understood, then translate it into Greek in the simplest and plainest
way.

Sidgwick is talking about writing Greek prose here, but in hisIntroduction to
Greek Verse Composition, with Exerciseshe says that the same rule applies when
writing iambics (although you can also use metaphors, similes and other “poetic”
expressions here and there to add colour).

One way to “think only of the fact” and “neglect entirely the form” is to:

1. first, think of the best singleverb to explain what’s actually “happening” in
your idea; then

2. if that verb doesn’t sufficiently explaineverythingthat’s “happening,” think
of another verb which adds the detail, and make it aparticiple (Greek is full
of participles) or aninfinitive (if appropriate); then

3. if you need to add even more detail to the first verb (or to the participle), see
if a prepositional phrase might be the simplest way to explain it (e.g. “into
the ...,” “from the...,”etc.); then

4. if there’s an object (whether direct or indirect) of the verb, participle or
infinitive, find the most simple Greek word for it; then

5. think of a simple way to explain the subject (this might be a name, or a
noun, or less commonly in poetry, an adjective or participle or adverb with
the article).

So find the right verbs first, then think of the substantives. Only try to find other
types of words now — like adverbs (e.g. “now,” “again”), adjectives (e.g. “good”),
pronouns (e.g. “that,” “my”) — if they’re essential to your idea. Otherwise, you
can find these types of words later, if you need “filler” words (see section 3 below).

2. How to read the rhythm, or natural metre, of the Greek words

The rhythm of all Greek poetry, and the poetic parts of good Greek prose, comes
from the balanced combination of long ()̄ and short (˘) syllables. When you write
iambics, you’ll use slightly more long syllables than short, always following (as a
beginner) this pattern:
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¯̆¯̆ ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯̆
You can put either a long or a short syllable in the

¯̆
spots. You’ll need to figure

out the rhythm of each of your Greek words (i.e. whether each syllable is long or
short), so that you can fit them into this pattern. Follow these rules to figure this
out.

A syllable is short˘ if:

• it contains one short vowel (see below) with no consonants between it and
the next vowel; or

• it contains one short vowel with just one consonant between it and the next
vowel (unless the consonant is· at the start of the next word); or

• it contains one short vowel followed by one of these combinations (in the
same word or both in the next word) before the next vowel:br, gr, dr, ql,

qm, qn, qr, km, kn, kr, pl, pn, pr, tl, tm, tn, tr, fl, fn, fr, cl, cn, cr;
or

• it contains one short vowel followed by the combinationkl (in the same
word or both in the next word) before the next vowel (unless the short vowel
is part of the word™k compounded with another word, e.g.™klšgw, ¯̆ )̄;
or

• it contains the combinationai or oi followed by a vowel in the same word
(e.g.poie‹n,˘̄ ; toioàtoj,˘̄ ˘)

Otherwise the syllable’s long ()̄.
Short vowels are:

• e, epsilon

• o, omicron

• (in some words)a, i, u alpha, iota and upsilon. This is the tricky bit...

In a word likenikî, “I conquer,” you won’t know straight away whether or not
the iota is a short vowel. It might be long (and in fact it is). You’ll have to look it
up each time (unless the syllable breaks all the five rules above for short syllables,
e.g. if it’s followed by three consonants: then you know it’s long without doubt).
To look it up:
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• First, check the LSJ, which is available online atPerseus. If LSJ puts a

¯ or˘ mark over the vowel, you’re lucky: it has answered your question;
otherwise

• if the vowel is in a name, e.g.”Ikaroj, look up the name at the end ofWood-
house’s English-Greek dictionary. Woodhouse shows you that”Ikaroj is

¯̆ ˘ (the last syllable is short due to rule 2 of the rules for short syllables
above); or

• if the vowel is in the first part of the word (before the inflected ending), look
up the base word in the biggest Greek dictionary you can find, and hopefully
it will have a¯or˘mark above the vowel; or

• if the vowel is in the inflected ending of the word, look up a grammar which
has̄ and˘symbols marked over the endings; or finally

• if you’ve had no luck, you can do a word search on Perseus for the word
used in other poems, e.g. by Homer, Sophocles or Aeschylus. (This is the
hardest way to do it: you’ll need to know how to read the different rhythm
patterns used in each of these poems).

If you can figure out the rhythm of each of your simple Greek words, you’re
almost done.

3. How to arrange Greek words into iambic lines

Firstly note that you’ll be arranging into iambics notwords, butwords and natural
groups. “Into the house”, “and Zeus”, “my father”, “I ask you”: treat each of
these “natural groups” (and groups like them) asone wordwhen writing iambics.
Enclitics and words like them form one group, or one “word”, with the word
that goes before; particles, prepositions and some conjunctions with the word that
comes after. Rouse (at page 3) gives some examples of natural groups:

• to‹j lÒgoij ¯̆ ¯ : the article attached, although often the article is left out
altogether when writing verse;

• kaˆ toÚtwn¯¯¯ : the conjunction attached;

• prÕj aÙtoÚj ˘̄ ¯ : the preposition attached;

• toàtÒ mou ¯̆ ¯ : the enclitic attached;
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• toÚtwn d�¯¯̆ : the postpositive attached; and

• toàt/ œcei ¯̆ ¯ : the object “this” attached.

Now, put your words and groups into any of the combinations set out in tables A
and B.

¯̆ ¯ ˘ ¯ ¯̆ ¯ ˘ ¯ ¯̆ ¯ ˘ ¯̆
”Erwj 'ApÒllwn 'Artobaz£nhj

˘̄ ˘̄ ¯ ¯̆ ¯̆ ¯
“Ektwr “Omhroj 'Artem…sion

¯¯ ˘̄ ˘ ¯̆ ¯̆ ˘
A‡gisqoj “Ektwr

’Wroj
'Aine…aj ”Erwj

¯¯̆ ¯¯
¯̆

¯¯¯ ˘̄
“Omhroj ’Wroj O„d…pouj ”Ituj

˘̄ ˘ ¯̆ ¯̆ ¯ ˘̆
'Anax…mandroj 'Antisqšnhj

˘̄ ˘̄ ˘ ¯¯̆ ¯
'Aristoge…twn 'Askl»pioj

˘̄ ˘̄ ¯ ¯¯̆ ˘O„d…pouj
'Anakršwn

¯̆ ¯
˘̄ ˘̄

`Upšrboloj

˘̄ ˘̆
O„d…pouj

¯̆ ¯'Arcšdamoj
”Ikaroj

¯̆ ¯̆
¯̆ ˘
”Erwj

˘̄'Artobaz£nhj
”Ituj

¯̆ ¯̆ ¯
˘̆

Table A.
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¯̆ ¯ ˘ ¯ ¯̆ ¯ ˘ ¯ ¯̆ ¯ ˘ ¯̆
”Erwj O„d…pouj

˘̄ ¯̆ ¯
“Ektwr

'Anax…mandroj ’Wroj
”Ikaroj

¯¯ ˘̄ ˘̄ ˘ ¯̆
¯̆ ˘

A‡gisqoj 'Aine…aj ”Erwj

¯¯̆ ¯¯¯ ˘̄
“Omhroj

'Arxšdamoj
O„d…pouj ”Ituj

˘̄ ˘
¯̆ ¯̆

¯̆ ¯ ˘̆
'Antisqšnhj A‡gisqoj 'Artobaz£nhj

¯¯̆ ¯ ¯¯̆ ¯̆ ¯̆ ¯
'Anakršwn “Omhroj 'Artem…sion

˘̄ ˘̄ ˘̄ ˘ ¯̆ ¯̆ ˘
'Anax…mandroj

˘̄ ˘̄ ˘
'Aristoge…twn

’Wroj

˘̄ ˘̄ ¯
¯̆

Table B.

Before you do that, try reading out different combinations of names from each
table. E.g., in table A, read out thetop names in the left column and then the
bottomnames in the right column:

”Erwj ˘̄ 'ApÒllwn ˘̄ ¯ 'Artobaz£nhj ¯̆ ¯̆ ¯ ”Ituj ˘̆ .

You’ll see that this fits the iambic pattern:

¯̆¯̆ ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯̆
Try other combinations; they’ll all work. Your job is, then, to fit your Greek words
into oneof the possible combinations (either in table A or table B; it doesn’t matter
which).

For example, using the example combination just given, if you replace”Erwj

˘̄ with the simple verbœcei (“he has...”),

œcei ˘̄ ¯̆¯̆ ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯̆
and then replace'Artobaz£nhj ¯̆ ¯̆ ¯ with the simple participle grouptoàto

lamb£nwn (“taking/seizing it”),
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œcei ˘̄ ¯̆
toàto lamb£nwn ˘̄̆

you only need to find words with the same rhythm as'ApÒllwn ˘̄ ¯and”Ituj ˘̆
to fill up the line.

If you look at table A, you’ll see that you can also use a word with the rhythm
of “Omhroj ˘̄ ˘ instead of'ApÒllwn ˘̄ ,̄ and another word with the rhythm of
”Erwj ˘̄ instead of”Ituj ˘̆ .

Three final tips for arranging your words into iambics:

• Try not to use a wordbeginningwith a vowel if the word before it (in the
same line)endswith a vowel.

• If you have small gaps in your lines which you can’t fill, don’t change the
verbs. Instead, try to think of small adverbs, adjectives or even conjunctions
to fill the gaps.

• Watch out for the rhythm of the last syllable of wordschangingonce you’ve
put them into a line. E.g., if you start a line withqšlousi ˘̄ ˘ “they want”
(replacing“Omhroj ˘̄ ˘ in table A):

qšlousi ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯̆
and then addkte…nein ¯¯ “to kill/put to death” after it (replacing“Ektwr

¯¯ in table A):

qšlousi kte…nein ¯̆ ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯̆
your line will be incorrect. The “kt” in kte…nein will change the short˘
last syllable of the previous wordqšlousi into a long ,̄ and soqšlousi

kte…nein will have the rhythm˘̄ ¯¯ ,̄ which can’t fit into iambic verse.

4. Going Forward

This document sets out thetechniquesyou’ll need to follow to actually write
iambics. Books on composing iambics, like Sidgwick’sIntroduction to Greek
Prose Composition, won’t teach you these things. Instead, they set out the rules,
principles and terminology of iambic metrics. Once you can write a few simple
lines, you’ll find books like Sidgwick’s useful.
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Don’t rush into memorising all the rules, exceptions and terminology just yet
though: you don’t want to drown in all the possible ways to write a line. If you
can bring together simple and direct words into iambics, bringing out the natural
rhythm of the Greek, you’ll get a good clear Greek style, which you can enrich
with poetic expressions as you come across them. This skill will improve your
Greek overall. As Rouse says (atvii-viii ):

Before concluding I would express my firm conviction that time spent
on verse composition is not wasted, even if the pupil never writes a
good copy. A knowledge of verse rhythm is worth having, and he
will probably never get a sound knowledge of rhythm, either verse
or prose, unless he has written verses. Rhythm is so marked in verse
that it cannot be missed by any except the utterly hopeless. How
any ordinary person can understand the rhythm of prose if he cannot
understand the rhythm of verse, passes my comprehension; on the
other hand, verse once understood, it is a shorter step to the teaching
of prose rhythm.

Citations
W.H.D. Rouse,Demonstrations in Greek Iambic Verse, 1899.
A. Sidgwick, Introduction to Greek Prose Composition, thirteenth edition,

1908.
A. Sidgwick, Introduction to Greek Verse Composition, with exercises, nine-

teenth edition, 1963.
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Appendix: Opening speech Prometheus Bound

I’ve never found a book which fully sets out the rhythm of iambic parts of e.g.
Sophocles or Aeschylus (instead, they just set out the general pattern and the
general metric rules). Try working through these first 11 lines ofPrometheus
Bound, comparing them against the rules in section 2 of this document. Where
I’ve had to look up an alpha, iota or upsilon, I’ve made a note under the line (so
that you can see how I figured it out). Remember, the basic iambic pattern is:

¯̆¯̆ ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯¯̆¯̆ ¯̆
although when youpronounceiambic lines, the last syllable ofeveryline is read
long, whether or not it’s naturally long or short. This gives a slight break between
the lines.

1. CqŏnȬj m�̆n ™̄j th̄loūrÕ̆n ¼̄kŏmēn pš̆dōn,

2. SkÚ̆qh̄n ™̆j o�̄mŏn, ¥̆bătŏn e„̄j ™̆rh̄m…̆ān.

SkÚqhn: upsilon is short, Woodhouse, page 1025.
¥baton: this is three short syllables (˘̆ ˘). The first 2 (short) syllables
of the word add up to 1 long syllable (which would normally be used
here). Using 2 short syllables in place of 1 long syllable is called
“resolution”. Sophocles and Aeschylus only use resolution (breaking
the normal iambic pattern) about 1 in 20 lines. There’s no need to use
resolution as a beginner learning to write iambics.

3. “H̄faīstĕ, soˆ̄ d�̆ cr¾̄ mš̆leīn ™̆pīstŏl¦̄j

dš is not made long by the following 2 consonants of the next word,
cr». See rule 3 in the rules for short syllables (in section 2 above).

4. ¤̄j soī păt¾̄r ™̆fe‹¯ tŏ, tÒ̄ndĕ prȬj pš̆traīj

The last syllable oftÒnde is not made long by the following 2 conso-
nants of the next word,prÒj. See rule 3 in the rules for short syllables
(in section 2 above).

5. Ø̄yh̄lŏkr»̄mnoīj tȬn lĕw̄rgÕ̆n Ñ̄cm£̆saī
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6. ¢̆dămānt…̆nw̄n dēsmî̄n ™̆n ¢̄rr»̄ktoīj pš̆daīj.

¢damant…nwn has the first 2 syllables short, resolving a long syllable
which could otherwise go in their place. See Theocritus 3.39, show-
ing the first 2 syllables short.

7. tÕ̆ sȬn g¦̆r ¥̄nqōj, pāntš̆cnoū pŭrȬj sš̆lāj,

purÒj: upsilon is short: see Iliad 7.79.

8. qnh̄to‹¯ sĭ klš̄yāj ê̄păsēn: toĭ©̄sdš̆ toī

klšyaj: alpha is long, because it’s an aorist nominative participle
ending (Smyth§306).
toi©sde: the combinationoi- is short before a vowel in the same
word: see rule 5 in the rules for short syllables (in section 2 above).

9. ¡̆mārt…̆āj sfĕ de‹¯ qĕo‹¯ j doà¯ naī d…̆kh̄n,

¡mart…aj: first alpha is short: see Aeschylus, Agamemnon, line
1197.

10. ǣj ¨̄n dĭdācqÍ̄ t¾̄n DĭȬj tŭrānn…̆dā

turann…da: upsilon is short (see LSJ).

11. stš̄rgeīn, fĭlānqrè̄poū d�̆ paÚ̄ēsqaī trÒ̆poū.
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